
ANY RIFLE - ANY SIGHTS 

HIGH POWER RIFLE 

300 YARDS SLOWFIRE PRONE 
Sunday July 21st & September 15th, 2019 

Scoped or iron sight rifles, any & all shooters/rifles welcome! 
 

WELCOME TO NRA HIGH POWER RIFLE MID RANGE SHOOTING, if you already shoot at 50, 100 or 

200 yds you can also shoot 300 yds & beyond with some practice. This course of fire should get you 

comfortable at greater distances, while limited to 300 yds maximum but still a great place to start. 

 

For those without rifles or equipment no problem, I have loaners available for all in need. Any rifle type 

you have will be just fine, iron sights or scopes your choice. Maybe dust off that hunting rifle or whatever else 

you have buried in the safe, this will be a low-key FUN MATCH with no classes or awards. Everyone shoots in 

the open class, scopes are allowed as are bipods, sand bags or anything else you care to bring out. Of course, F-

Class rifles are also welcome, front rests are likewise permitted for anyone if you so desire. 

 

We will be shooting everything at 300 yards on the official NRA MR-63 bullseye target. Sighter shots on 

separate targets will immediately precede each string of 20 shots for score, even if you have a zero it’s a great 

opportunity not to be missed. There will be 3 separate matches, each comprising a combination of sighters & 

shots for score. A total of 60 shots for score plus whatever you require for sighters during the sight in periods. 

 
ENTRIES: $15.00 Entry Fee club members or military, $20.00 non-members 

 

CHECK IN: All shooters are required to check in at the STAT OFFICE for squadding. Those shooters not 

checked in by 0845 will be squadded in any available openings until the last relay is called up. 

 

SQUADDING: At STAT OFFICE commencing 0800, match setup work parties have 1st priority 

 

FIRING STARTS: 0900 SHARP! 

 

INFORMATION:  John Donald 732-410-9999  jd1041@juno.com or www.CentralJerseyHighPower.com  

      

COURSE OF FIRE:  SIGHTERS SHOTS MAY BE FIRED DURING THE ALLOTED 

SIGHT IN PERIOD IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING EACH MATCH! 

 

Match # 1 MR-63 target, 300 yds. slowfire, 20 shots for record  

prone, in a time limit of 20 minutes. This will be preceded by an unlimited 

number of sighter shots fired in 5 minutes.  

 

Match # 2 MR-63 target, 300 yds. slowfire, 20 shots for record  

prone, in a time limit of 20 minutes. This will be preceded by a 2-minute sigher period 

during which two sighter shots may be fired. 

 

Match # 3 MR-63 target, 300 yds. slowfire, 20 shots for record  

prone, in a time limit of 20 minutes. This will be preceded by a 2-minute sigher period 

during which two sighter shots may be fired. 

 

Match # 4 Aggregate of Match #1, #2, & #3 

***LOANER EQUIPMENT*** (including rifles) will be available for those without or anyone looking to try something different! 
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